
Our company is looking to fill the role of compliance risk. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for compliance risk

Produce accurate and timely risk and compliance 2 LoD reports for both our
internal governance and Client arrangements
Promote the cultural, behavioural and organisational changes necessary
within the compliance function and the business to achieve continuous
improvement
This position embodies a high degree of responsibility for promulgating
strategies for entity goal achievement
The position employs a potentially global range of influence, touching
supported customers stakeholders working in virtually all functional elements
at all levels of the business
Responsibility for managing assigned Risk-Compliance Tower/Dept budget
and cost-centers
Responsibility for managing Global Concur budget, contracts and project
costs within assigned parameters
Work with portfolio and investment managers to understand investment
guidelines/limitations and develop processes, tools, to ensure Compliance
with these and regulatory requirements
Support the Balance Sheet Senior Analyst in assessing the implications of the
daily cash management transactions from FX perspective and ensure that the
group bears no significant FX volatility from these transactions
Ability to identify FX exposures in projects and create appropriate FX
strategy to mitigate the FX risk
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Qualifications for compliance risk

Audit experience with a “Big Four” accounting firm or a large public
company’s Internal Audit department is highly desired
Extensive knowledge of FARS and NTSB
Experience in medical transportation services preferred
Demonstrates high critical thinking, reasoning skills, problem solving skills
and strong attention to detail while working in a fast paced environment that
requires ability to prioritize and multi-task
Ability to exercise sound judgement and make decisions in a manner
consistent with the essential job functions
Decision making capabilities including problem solving approaches, decision
frameworks


